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GO issued for establishment of camp offices for sr functions at Millennium Towers

**Surya ‘shines’ at night to help India win**

Rinku once again finishes off in style

**Buggana refutes TDP’s charge of financial impropriety against govt**

Finance Minister Buggana Rathinambabu, while responding to the special session of the state Assembly on financial impropriety allegations led by the TDP, said that his government has been following the rules and regulations prescribed by the courts and the government itself.

**103 mandals drought-hit Kakani lauds Skoch award for e-Crop system**

The government has proposed a scheme for the mandals that have registered a drought for more than 70% of their total area, with the aim of providing relief to the farmers.

**Teachers rap: Class 10 girls’ mutating to fake black?’**

In a house in a school in a village in Murshidabad, a girl was found to be wearing black Clothes. The police have launched an investigation into the matter.

**Set up fresh delimitation commission: SC**

The Supreme Court directed the Centre on Thursday to set up a fresh delimitation commission for the purpose of re-delimiting the Lok Sabha constituencies.

The Court said that the delimitation commission should be constituted in accordance with the provisions of the Representation of the People Act, 1951.

**Order allocates office spaces at Millennium Towers A & B to crucial departments, allowing visits by the Chief Minister, ministers, and senior functionaries**

The order allocates office spaces at Millennium Towers A & B to crucial departments, allowing visits by the Chief Minister, ministers, and senior functionaries.

**Sudha will use the initiative to upgrade the facility at Skoch award winning e-Crop system in Andhra Pradesh**

The Skoch award-winning e-Crop system, which has been implemented in Andhra Pradesh, will be used by Sudha to upgrade the facility at the e-Crop system in the state.

**Narasaraopet-New Delhi-Vijayawada: NBFCS**

*The Times of India*
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Compensation distributed to Vizag boat owners affected by harbour fire

In an emphatic gesture, the Andhra Pradesh government has decided to compensate those who incurred losses in the recent boat fire at Srinivasarao Port, Visakhapatnam. Visakhapatnam Harbour, which is a major port in the state for two years, i.e. 2023 to 2025, is being modernized, according to the incident details of the bars, areas, and small traders on these boats that were destroyed. The compensation details of the bars, areas, and small traders on these boats that were destroyed will be made available to the media soon. The compensation details of the bars, areas, and small traders on these boats that were destroyed will be made available to the media soon.

MP Madhu Prasada Reddy acknowledged the unfortunate incident as a dilemma for those who invested in the manufacture of fishing teams. The deceased vessel, Surya, owned by V. S. Reddy, had commanded the decision to distribute the compensation of Rs 10,000 each to the affected individuals from the Visakhapatnam Harbour. The top court was hearing a plea filed by the minister demanding compensation distribution, offset prices would be available in the gazette notification, the minister said. The bench would release Rs 10,000 each to the affected individuals, also Rs 50,000 on November 30, he added. The bench would release Rs 10,000 each to the affected individuals, also Rs 50,000 on November 30, he added. The bench would release Rs 10,000 each to the affected individuals, also Rs 50,000 on November 30, he added.

Indian cricketers seek blessings at Simhachalam temple deity

In a spiritual interlude before the high-stakes series opener against Australia, Indian cricketers were seen offering prayers and divine blessings at the Simhachalam temple in Visakhapatnam. The duo participation in the year-end tests and Citrus Awards, the minister added, even though prepared for the T20 format after a closely contested World Cup final last Sunday, the players were taking a break to “energize their bodies and spirits.” Because the cricketers are humans, they do not perform at their best when they are not at their peak, the minister said, adding that the team would “hit” its peak when it was back home.

Surya 'shines' at night to help...?

Continued from Page 1

The 112-run stand and 152-run partnership between Surya and Kishan gave India a win for a win. The 112-run stand and 152-run partnership between Surya and Kishan gave India a win for a win.

Continued from Page 1

Low pressure over South Andaman Sea likely

A low pressure system has formed over the South Andaman Sea and is moving towards the south of China. It is likely to move towards the south of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The low pressure system is likely to move towards the south of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The low pressure system is likely to move towards the south of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The low pressure system is likely to move towards the south of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The low pressure system is likely to move towards the south of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The low pressure system is likely to move towards the south of Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

CM attends wedding of Navaraja Yadav
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On the occasion of the centenary celebrations of Andhra University, a silver coin was released in Bhopur. Dr. Phanindra, Dr. Pramod and others were present.

**Shri Y.V. Subba Reddy**

On the occasion of the centenary celebrations of Andhra University, a silver coin was released in Bhopur. Dr. Phanindra, Dr. Pramod and others were present.
As many as 432 beneficiaries have got Rs 3.40 crore under ‘Kalyanamastu’, ‘Shadi Totah’

A programme was orga- nized here on Thursday on the occasion of the centenary of the scheme by Chief Minister Jagan Mohan Reddy. The DIG, speaking on the occasion, said that 431 beneficiaries in the district were being des-patched. He said that those who got married between July and September would be given the amount.

The two schemes would be credited into the bank accounts of the beneficiaries, the Collector said. He also informed that the beneficiaries would receive pension scheme benefits. He urged the people to keep the child marriage should be
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Overwhelming response to YSRCP ‘bus yatras’ across State

Govt. Arts College signs MoU with Fish Breeding Centre

BJP wants 450 mandals to be declared drought-hit

VBSY aims at sensitising people on Central schemes: Uma Nanduri

Taneti hands over financial assistance

Pawan vows to support Modi

Youth murder by friends

NTR Collector praises archer Jyothi Surekha
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Scientists find brain region that blind use to recognise faces

Agragourns demise of Capt Shubham Gupta in J-K encounter

AHMADABAD: A J&K police brave who killed 10 terrorists in his own lifetime was gunned down by militants on Thursday in Tral, outskirts of Srinagar. He was present in a joint operation launched by the J&K police and the 9 Para Special Force and was leading a search operation in the village when he was shot dead.

Min demands ban on floral products in Bihar

Union minister Giriraj Singh Yadav, Bihar CM Nitish Kumar or Thursday in the sale of ‘Allah creator’ and ‘killing’, saying that the Moderna vaccine has been thrown.

EC notice to Rahul for panipat, pigzbook remarks on PM

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday, alleging that the Congress chief has been spreading impressions of Congress president Rahul Gandhi, who did not state anything, adding that the National emblem of India is the first post of any party or individual in the country.

India needs 2.4 mn more hospital beds to reach target

The central government has called for 10,000 hospital beds, 5000 for every 100,000 people, according to the government, but the target of reaching 10,000 hospital beds per 100,000 population, which is the national target set by the World Health Organization.

Congress insulting Gurgars in Rajasthan; PM Modi

A 3-judge bench head by Justice Vineet Bhushan was Thursday to clear the salary arrears to lower court judges in all defaulting states and Union territories.

PAYMENT OF ARREARS TO LOWER COURT JUDGES

SC grants last opportunity to defaulting states

The government has granted a last opportunity to defaulting states; the opportunity will be valid for up to two years.

Min demands ban on floral products in Bihar

Union minister Giriraj Singh Yadav, Bihar CM Nitish Kumar or Thursday in the sale of ‘Allah creator’ and ‘killing’, saying that the Moderna vaccine has been thrown.

The town of Ballia, which is a meeting point between the districts of Ballia and Unnao, has been a hotspot for protests and clashes, with locals alleging that the town is being used as a transit point for illegal immigration.

The Indian Nationalist People’s Front (INPF) is a political party in India that was formed in 2015 and was commissioned in 2018.

The research team wanted to understand how the brain compensates for the loss of vision by using other senses, particularly the sense of touch.

The researchers then increased the complexity of the stimulator, which then became more complex, until the stimulator was no longer able to represent the visual experience, which is an important discovery, said one of the researchers.

The team is planning to use a similar technique to study other sensory modalities.
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The deadly effects of smoking on the body are well known. The Centre for Disease Control and Prevention in the US has setting down limits for some of these questions. It appears that there are many more questions that need to be answered before we can fully understand the impact of smoking on health. Smoking is not merely about entertainment; it's a realm that fosters addiction and adaptation. It's a form of gaming that isn't merely about entertainment; it's a realm that fosters addiction and adaptation. It's a form of gaming.
T he government is planning to make a few amendments to the AMR Project Coordination Act 2005 in the winter session of Parliament with an aim to give more operational flexibility to units. The move has been necessitated by the increasing risk of AMR. And the unit cost of medicines in the domestic market has been on the increase in the recent past.

High Level Meeting on AMR is due in December this year. Such an event is an opportunity to build on recent momentum and to spur action against AMR. The meeting is expected to result in a more systemic approach to combatting AMR. India and Australia are signatories to an India-Australia Economic Cooperation and Trade Agreement (ECTA) but there is still a potential for exporting finished goods to Australia, since they hardly manufacture anything. They are a largely raw material and intermediate producing country, so we will export raw materials which may not only make more competitive globally but also enable us to serve Indian consumers better, enabling us to provide more goods of better quality.

AMR: Developing countries must show political will

The drivers of AMR are in humans, and in animal and plant production. In developing countries, the WHO has observed that “AMR is a complex issue that impacts humans, animal, plant and environment which are used extensively to produce foods and medicines”. It has been observed that whatever happens in one sector will impact all other sectors. Developing countries face multiple challenges that are interdependent and affected by global health systems, agricultural and other policies.

AMR can happen to anybody, it’s not the 3rd world alone. It’s common in developed countries. It is the second part of a series. To combat diseases have to be made present in every country including developed countries. This is the second part of a series. To combat diseases have to be made present in every country including developed countries. The drivers of AMR are in humans, and in animal and plant production.
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New FTAs, lower cost of power to boost export growth

Booyt even to conduct forensic audit on mobile app fraud: PNB

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is expected to conduct a forensic audit on mobile app fraud, the public sector lender Punjab National Bank (PNB) said.

PNB Chairman and Managing Director Sunil Sinha said at a press conference that the bank is conducting a risk assessment survey to identify opportunities to strengthen cybersecurity measures.

The survey will also look into the bank’s internal controls and risk management framework. It is likely to be completed within two months, Sinha said.

"Booyt is a mobile app that PNB customers have been using to access their bank account information, make payments and transfer money," Sinha said.

"The forensic audit will help us identify any potential vulnerabilities or risks and strengthen our cybersecurity measures," he added.

The audit will be conducted in collaboration with external consultants and the results will be used to develop a comprehensive risk management plan.

PNB has been working on enhancing its cybersecurity measures, with a focus on protecting customer data and preventing fraud.

The bank has already implemented several measures, such as two-factor authentication and biometric verification, to ensure the security of customer information.

Sinha said that the forensic audit is part of the bank’s ongoing efforts to strengthen its cybersecurity infrastructure and improve the customer experience.

"We are committed to providing a safe and secure environment for our customers," he said.

"We will continue to invest in cybersecurity measures to ensure that our customers’ data is protected and their financial information is safe," he added.

"We will keep our customers informed about any potential risks and work closely with them to implement solutions that will enhance their security," he said.

The audit is expected to be completed within two months, and the results will be shared with the bank’s stakeholders.
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Jamie Foxx sued over alleged drunken sexual assault at rooftop bar

A

Jenna Ortega exits Scream VII, co-star Melissa Barrera addressing fire from film

The actress has left the horror franchise after its latest instalment struggled at the box office

B

‘He made me feel like I belonged here,’ says Babil Khan on working with Kay Ken Menon

Babil Khan thanks co-star and late father for his late father’s guidance

KJo reveals Varun, Sid told him not to cast Alia in Student of the Year

Karan Johar explains why he made Varun Dhawan and Alia Bhatt’s debut film
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MANIESH PAUL: Having an idly may sound cliched, but it’s something different in the south

More of us who loves animals. While few of us would adopt dogs, cats, birds and horses, there are certainly people whose love for animals lead them down unusual roads. Dr. Yadvendradev Jhala, also known as DJ Jhala, a wildlife scientist and conservationist, has inspired me to seek a career in wildlife. During his college days, there were very few people who pursued animal studies. “Within a few years, the number of lions has increased to 700. The problem with lions is that we fail to understand their behavior; it’s a mystery how this could be possible. We need to find out more at the level of genes. They are not immune to any diseases. However, there are no critical diseases, such as cancer, that cannot be avoided. Preventive measures are equally important. According to new research, the lions first need to understand the disease, and then they need to act accordingly. But in my opinion, we should have worked on Africa, where there are more lions, but because of our country’s exports, the lion is a smaller trend in India in terms of wildlife, which aims to organize earth series to create awareness and educate the public. Dr. Jhala further encourages youth to choose a career in wildlife biology because of his good exposure in abroad, he says “I am more interested to work with the National Geographic Channel. Furthermore, the painted wolves in Namibia, therefore the animals have our own, but the world is not just the animals, but it’s also the people. Dr. Jhala further encourages youth to choose a career in wildlife biology because of his good exposure in abroad, he says “I am more interested to work with the National Geographic Channel. Furthermore, the painted wolves in Namibia, therefore the animals have our own, but the world is not just the animals, but it’s also the people. Dr. Jhala further encourages youth to choose a career in wildlife biology because of his good exposure in abroad, he says “I am more interested to work with the National Geographic Channel. Furthermore, the painted wolves in Namibia, therefore the animals have our own, but the world is not just the animals, but it’s also the people.

Keeping an eye on your child’s allergies

Rising trend in paediatric allergies

“Tackling the tide of paediatric allergies”

The prevalence of allergies in children is increasing as the world changes, and the rise in allergy cases is a growing concern for both parents and medical professionals.
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India announces 26-member contingent for Junior World Boxing Championships

Australia rallies to beat Czech Republic

Australia ready for one final push

Thelwell, speaking of a “wholly laden phrase, suggesting corruption...”

It's the last week of the season

India announces 26-member contingent for Junior World Boxing Championships

Australia ready for one final push

Djokovic ready for one final push

Harika loses in final of Speed Chess tournament

Man United heads to Goodison Park

Now Chiesa and Thuram meet again

Australia rallies to beat Czech Republic

The goalkeeper for Brazil, Ederson, is standing at the goal post with his hands on his hips, looking towards the field.
Rajakumari graces Telugu cinema with ‘Devil’s This is Lady rosy’

The makers of Kannadatho Mahadiva starring Rajakumari and Roshini Devi have released their first look poster today. The movie, which is directed by Sukumar, has been produced by Suvarna Films. The poster features Rajakumari in a stylish saree and a classy white suit, while Iranian actor Babu looks dapper in a suit. The movie is being shown by aha, India’s largest streaming service, and is expected to hit the theaters soon.

Vishnu Manchu on a fearless warriors journey to become Lord Shiva’s ultimate devotee

The announcement poster features the actor in a heroic Avatar, ready to fight against evil forces. The movie, directed by Ben Pocock, has been produced by Shri Venkatesh Dahiya and has been produced under his banner Shri Venkatesh Dahiya Productions. The movie is being shown by Hungama 2.0, and is expected to hit the theaters soon.

Mega Star Chiranjeevi’s #Mega156 regular shoot begins

The shooting of Mega Star Chiranjeevi’s #Mega156 has begun. The movie, which has been directed by Sukumar, has been produced by Chiranjeevi’s production house, Chiranjeevi Sarja Creations. The movie features Chiranjeevi in a pivotal role, and is expected to hit the theaters soon.

Rajakumari Graces Telugu Cinema With ‘Devil’s This is Lady Roxy’

The announcement poster features the actress in a striking Avatar, ready to fight against evil forces. The movie, directed by Suvarna Films, has been produced by Sukumar and has been produced under his banner Suvarna Films. The movie is being shown by aha, India’s largest streaming service, and is expected to hit the theaters soon.

Vishnu Manchu Takes On A Fearless Warrior’s Journey To Become Lord Shiva’s Ultimate Devotee

The announcement poster features the actor in a heroic Avatar, ready to fight against evil forces. The movie, directed by Ben Pocock, has been produced by Shri Venkatesh Dahiya and has been produced under his banner Shri Venkatesh Dahiya Productions. The movie is being shown by Hungama 2.0, and is expected to hit the theaters soon.

Mega Star Chiranjeevi’s #Mega156 regular shoot begins

The shooting of Mega Star Chiranjeevi’s #Mega156 has begun. The movie, which has been directed by Sukumar, has been produced by Chiranjeevi’s production house, Chiranjeevi Sarja Creations. The movie features Chiranjeevi in a pivotal role, and is expected to hit the theaters soon.